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Three-dimensionalInterphases are often modeled as interfaces with zero thickness using jump conditions that can be devel-
oped based on approximate shell or membrane models which are valid for speciﬁc limited ranges of the
elastic material parameters. For a two-dimensional problem it has been shown (Rubin and Benveniste,
2004) that the Cosserat model of a ﬁnite thickness interphase is a uniﬁed model that is accurate over
the full range of elastic parameters. In contrast, many other interphase models are valid for only limited
ranges of the elastic parameters. In this paper, the accuracy of different Cosserat models of a ﬁnite thick-
ness interphase that connects a spherical inclusion to an inﬁnite matrix is examined. Speciﬁcally, four
Cosserat interphase models are considered: a general shell ðGSÞ, a membrane-like shell ðMSÞ, a simple
shell ðSSÞ and a generalized membrane ðGMÞ. The models ðGSÞ and ðMSÞ both satisfy restrictions on the
strain energy function of the interphase that ensure exact solutions for all homogeneous three-
dimensional deformations, while the other models ðSSÞ and ðGMÞ do not satisfy these restrictions. The
importance of these restrictions is examined for the three-dimensional inhomogeneous inclusion prob-
lem being considered. This is the ﬁrst test of the accuracy of an elastic interphase model for a spherical
interphase.
 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction 1996; Bigoni et al., 1998; Avila-Pozos et al., 1999; GeymonatThe bonding regions of two solids, coatings on particles or ﬁbers
in composites and thin damaged regions are commonly called
interphases. The mechanical properties of composites are greatly
affected by the interphases. The study of the effect of interphases
on the properties of composites can be found in (e.g., Abdelhadi
et al., 2011; Chen and Chiu, 2011; Dingreville and Qu, 2008; Duan
et al., 2005; Duan and Karihaloo, 2007; Gamstedt et al., 2011; Gu
and He, 2011; Liu et al., 2012; Mogilevskaya et al., 2008; Paggi
and Wriggers, 2012; Paliwal and Cherkaoui, 2012; Pan et al.,
2013; Quang and He, 2008; Wang et al., 2011; Richeton et al.,
2011; Wang et al., 2006; Zhao and Qu, 2012; Li and Sun, 2012;
Lee and Zikry, 2012; Savvas et al., 2012; Buryachenko, 2013 among
others). Classical analytical approaches (e.g., Goland and Reissner,
1944; Jones and Whittier, 1967; Sanchez-Palencia, 1970; Mal and
Bose, 1974; Pham Huy and Sanchez-Palencia, 1974) assume that
these interphases are thin enough to be modeled as interfaces with
zero thickness using appropriate jump conditions on ﬁeld variables
across the interface. Derivations of the coefﬁcients in these jump
conditions for soft interphases can be found in (e.g., Achenbach
and Zhu, 1989; Klarbring and Movchan, 1998; Hashin, 1990,
1991a,b; Klarbring, 1991; Bövik, 1994; Geymonat and Krasucki,et al., 1999). Variational formulations of imperfect interfaces can
be found in Hashin (1992) and Lipton and Vernescu (1995).
Modeling of stiff interfaces and boundaries have been discussed
in Caillerie (1978), Lemrabet (1987) and Wang et al. (2005) and
modeling of thin domains and inclusions can be found in Movchan
and Movchan (1995). Also, an interface model based on the
micromechanics of micro-voids can be found in Fan and Sze
(2001). The notion that stiff interphases can be modeled using
approximations of shells is discussed in Benveniste and Miloh
(2001) and Hashin (2001, 2002). Dynamic effects have been
included in Bigoni and Movchan (2002) and Benveniste (2006b)
and a discrete lattice model has been explored in Movchan
(2003) and Movchan et al. (2003). Moreover, anisotropic interpha-
ses have been modeled in Niklasson et al. (2000a,b), Benveniste
(2006a) and Benveniste and Baum (2007). Furthermore, different
interface models were developed in Benveniste and Miloh (2001)
which were shown to be accurate in different limited regions of
elastic material parameters, but none were valid for the entire
range of elastic parameters.
Typically, the interphase bonding an inclusion to a matrix is a
thin shell with a reference interface surface, normal thickness H
and inner and outer bounding surfaces. Approximate models for
elastic interphases present equations which connect displacements
and tractions on the bounding surfaces of the interphase. In general,
these equations include derivatives of the quantities with respect to
Table 1
The four Cosserat interphase models.
Shell model Homogeneous deformations Strain energy of bending
GS c1 ¼ 1 c2 ¼ 1
MS c1 ¼ 1 c2 ¼ 0
SS c1 ¼ 0 c2 ¼ 1
GM c1 ¼ 0 c2 ¼ 0
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interphases it has become common to neglect the differences in
the geometries of the bounding interphase surfaces and approxi-
mate these surfaces by the geometry of the interface surface. Such
a model is called an interface model. Benveniste and Miloh (2001)
showed thatmost interfacemodels are valid only over ﬁnite regions
of the space of the material parameters of the inclusion, interphase
and matrix.
Shell theories for elastic deformations of structures that are thin
in one dimension are well known. The theory of a Cosserat surface
(e.g., Naghdi, 1972; Rubin, 2000) is a particularly good model of
such a thin structure since it allows for normal extension and shear
deformation through the thickness of the shell. Moreover, the
constitutive equations of the shell can be restricted (Naghdi and
Rubin, 1995) so that the Cosserat shell theory reproduces exact
solutions for all three-dimensionally homogeneous deformations
(i.e. the three-dimensional deformation gradient is independent
of position).
Rubin and Benveniste (2004) used the theory of a Cosserat
surface to model the interphase and introduced the notion of a
Cosserat interphase model. In contrast with the simpler interface
model, the interphase model retains the geometry of the inter-
phase with a ﬁnite thickness between the bounding surfaces. It
was shown in Rubin and Benveniste (2004) that the Cosserat
interphase model is a uniﬁed model that predicts accurate results
for the full range of material parameters of the inclusion, inter-
phase and matrix. Moreover, since the Cosserat interphase retains
the geometry of the interphase it is valid for much thicker inter-
phases than those that can be modeled accurately by interface
models.
Only a few models have been proposed for elastic deformations
of general shaped three-dimensional interphases. Within the con-
text of interface models use has been made of a Taylor series
expansion to order OðHÞ through the thickness of the interphase
to develop models for isotropic interphases (Hashin, 2002) and
model IIðHÞ in Benveniste and Berdichevsky (2010). Benveniste
(2006a) developed a model for anisotropic interphases, which
when specialized to the case of an isotropic interphase is the same
as model IIðHÞ in Benveniste and Berdichevsky (2010). Within the
context of interphase models: Rubin and Benveniste (2004)
proposed a Cosserat interphase model based on the theory of a
Cosserat surface (e.g. Naghdi, 1972; Rubin, 2000; Naghdi and Ru-
bin, 1995); and Benveniste and Berdichevsky, 2010 used a Taylor
series expansion to orders OðHÞ and OðH2Þ to develop their models
IðHÞ and IðH2Þ, respectively.
The examples considered in Benveniste and Berdichevsky
(2010) limited attention to an interphase with a cylindrical surface.
Their model IðHÞ was shown to have errors for very stiff interpha-
ses which were corrected by their second order model IðH2Þ. More-
over, (Rubin and Benveniste, 2004) considered a two-dimensional
plane strain problem of a circular cylindrical inclusion connected
to an inﬁnite matrix by a Cosserat interphase. The results of the
examples in these papers indicate that both the Cosserat inter-
phase and the model IðH2Þ are uniﬁed in the sense that they are
valid for the full range of material parameters.
Following thework in Rubin (2000) it is possible to consider four
Cosserat interphase models: a general shell ðGSÞ, a membrane-like
shell ðMSÞ, a simple shell ðSSÞ and a generalized membrane ðGMÞ.
Speciﬁcally, these four Cosserat models are developed using the
strain energy R (per unit mass) for the shell in the form Naghdi
and Rubin (1995) and Rubin (2000)
R ¼ RðEÞ þ c2WðE;b;GÞ
E ¼ Eþ c1
2
½bðDk HkÞ þ ðHk  DkÞbT : ð1ÞIn these equations R is the strain energy function of the three-
dimensional material, W is the strain energy due to bending, E is a
strain tensor controlling homogeneous deformations, b is a strain
tensor controlling bending, G denotes a set of variables that charac-
terize the reference geometry of the shell, Dk are director vectors
and Dk are their reciprocal vectors. The values of fc1; c2g for the
four Cosserat interphase models are recorded in Table 1. Speciﬁ-
cally, the General Shell ðGSÞ satisﬁes the restrictions for homoge-
neous deformations fc1 ¼ 1g and includes the bending strain
energy fc2 ¼ 1g; the Membrane-like Shell ðMSÞ satisﬁes the restric-
tions for homogeneous deformations fc1 ¼ 1g but excludes the
bending strain energy fc2 ¼ 0g; the Simple Shell ðSSÞ does not sat-
isfy the restrictions for homogeneous deformations fc1 ¼ 0g but it
includes the bending strain energy fc2 ¼ 1g; and the Generalized
membrane ðGMÞ does not satisfy the restrictions for homogeneous
deformations fc1 ¼ 0g and it excludes the bending strain energy
fc2 ¼ 0g.
Here, and throughout the text, Greek indices have the range
{1,2}, Latin indices have the range {1,2,3} and the usual summation
convention is used for repeated indices. Furthermore, a b
denotes the tensor product between the two vectors fa;bg. In addi-
tion, use is made of the tensor notation in Rubin (2000) which de-
ﬁnes juxtaposition and inner products of tensors.
In this paper the problem of a spherical inclusion is solved using
the Cosserat interphase model and the results are compared with
the exact solution. To our knowledge, this represents the ﬁrst test
of the accuracy of an elastic interphase model for a spherical inter-
phase. In contrastwith the cylindrical interphase, the restrictions on
the strain energy function of the Cosserat interphase that ensure ex-
act solutions for all homogeneous deformations are not trivially sat-
isﬁed for the spherical interphase. Consequently, this spherical
inclusion problem can be used to quantitatively explore the accu-
racy of the Cosserat interphase models fðMSÞ; ðSSÞ; ðGMÞ; ðGSÞg rela-
tive to the exact solution. The model ðGSÞ is the most general
Cosserat interphase model and is expected to produce the most
accurate results for the largest range of material parameters and
interphase geometries. However, as will be seen from Fig. 5(b) for
an extremely thick interphase, that there can be ranges of the
parameters where the approximate membrane-type solutions
fðMSÞ; ðSSÞg are slightly more accurate than the ðGSÞmodel. This oc-
curs when the local deformations at the surfaces of thick interphase
are misinterpreted by the approximate theory as due to bending,
causing incorrect stiffening. The results of model IðHÞ in Benveniste
and Berdichevsky (2010) were calculated for comparison. More-
over, it is emphasized that testing the accuracy of the Cosserat inter-
phase model on a problem with an exact solution is essential to
develop conﬁdence in the use of the model for other problems
where an exact solution is not available.
Numerical solutions using ﬁnite elements can be corrupted by
numerical locking due to poor aspect ratios of the elements mod-
eling thin interphases if use is made of fully integrated elements.
Special elements based on enhanced assumed strains (Simo et al.,
1993), assumed natural strains (Vu-Quoc and Tan, 2003) or
Cosserat Point Elements (CPEs) (e.g., Nadler and Rubin, 2003;
Jabareen and Rubin, 2008) can be used to overcome this numerical
locking. Alternatively, the boundary conditions on the inclusion
464 H. Dong et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 51 (2014) 462–477and the inﬁnite domain for the numerical solution can be formu-
lated using approximations of the analytical expressions for the
Cosserat interphase model.
Direct experimental measurements of the interfacial parame-
ters are difﬁcult since the interface/interphase is an inaccessable
interior surface. Typically, interfacial mechanical properties are
determined using inverse methods based on theoretical models
to analyze experimental data (e.g. Lin et al., 2005; Wang et al.,
2008; Zhang et al., 2010). Since the Cosserat interphase model is
more accurate than most approximate models, it is expected that
it can be used for parameter identiﬁcation over a larger range of
material parameters and geometries of the interphase.
Interface models have been used to study the technologically
important problem of debonding of an inclusion from a matrix
(e.g. Huang and Korobeinik, 2001; Chen et al., 2010a,b; Tagliavia
et al., 2010). More speciﬁcally, the free sliding interface model has
been used in Huang and Korobeinik (2001) to investigate the criti-
cal condition for debonding of the interface between an isotropic
elastic spherical inclusion and an inﬁnite isotropic elastic matrix
under remote stress. The perfect interface model has been used in
Chen et al. (2010a) to determine the critical particle size for interfa-
cial debonding in polymer/nanoparticle composites. Additional is-
sues relating to interfacial debonding, such as degradation of
elastic modulus, debonding energetics, etc. have been studied in
Tagliavia et al. (2010). Use of the Cosserat interphase model should
help extend the range of applicability of these types of analyses.
An outline of this paper is as follows. Details of the general
Cosserat interphase model are presented in Section 2. The exact
solution of the three-dimensional problem is recorded in Section
3 and the equations of the Cosserat model for a spherical inter-
phase are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 presents a solution for
an inhomogeneous material subjected to uniaxial stress far from
the inclusion. This solution is specialized for the case of a homoge-
neous material in order to demonstrate the importance of satisfy-
ing the restrictions on the strain energy function that ensure exact
solutions for homogeneous deformations. Then, the results of uni-
axial stress applied to an inhomogeneous material are discussed.
Section 6 presents conclusions, Appendix A records details of the
three-dimensional equilibrium equations, Appendix B shows how
to develop the solution for an arbitrary uniform state of stress from
the solution for uniaxial stress and Appendix C presents expres-
sions for the coefﬁcients in the solutions.
2. The general Cosserat shell model of an interphase
This section brieﬂy summarizes the equations of a general
Cosserat interphase model. Details of the development of this mod-
el can be found in Rubin and Benveniste (2004).
The location of a material point in the undeformed conﬁgura-
tion of a shell is characterized by the position vector XðhiÞ given by
XðhiÞ ¼ XðhaÞ þ h3D3ðhaÞ ð2Þ
where hi are convected coordinates, XðhaÞða ¼ 1;2Þ denotes a mate-
rial point on the shells middle ðh3 ¼ 0Þ surface, and the director
vector D3ðhaÞ models a material line element through the shells
thickness. The vectors Da tangent to this middle surface, the vector
D3 and the reciprocal vectors D
i are deﬁned by
Da ¼ X;a;D1=2 ¼ D1  D2  D3 > 0;Di  D j ¼ d ji ;
Di  Di ¼ Di  Di ¼ I; ð3Þ
where a comma denotes partial differentiation with respect to hi
and dji is the Kronecker delta. Also, D3 is taken to be the unit normal
vector A3 to the shell’s middle surface so thatD3 ¼ D3ðhaÞ ¼ A3 ¼ A1=2ðD1  D2Þ; A1=2 ¼ jD1  D2j ¼ D1=2: ð4Þ
Furthermore, attention is conﬁned to a shell which has uniform
constant normal thickness H in its undeformed conﬁguration so
that
H
2
6 h3 6 H
2
; ð5Þ
where h3 ¼ H=2 deﬁnes the shell’s top surface, h3 ¼ H=2 deﬁnes its
bottom surface and for the present purposes there is no need to
specify details of the shell’s edges.
The three-dimensional displacement vector u is approximated
by the expression
u ¼ uðhaÞ þ h3d3ðhaÞ; da ¼ u;a ð6Þ
where u is the displacement of a material point on the shell’s mid-
dle surface and d3 is the displacement of the director vector. It then
follows that u and d3 are related to the displacement u^ at the shell’s
top surface and the displacement u at its bottom surface by the
equations
u ¼ 1
2
½u^þ u; d3 ¼ 1H ½u^ u: ð7Þ
The displacements u and d3 are determined by the balances of
linear momentum and director momentum (see, Sections 4.3 and
4.4 in Rubin, 2000)
mbþ ta;a ¼ 0; mb3  t3 þma;a ¼ 0: ð8Þ
Within the context of the three-dimensional theory, the resul-
tant forces and moments fti;mag and the tensor T are deﬁned by
weighted integrals of the three-dimensional stress tensor T over
the thickness of the shell
ti ¼
Z H=2
H=2
G1=2TGidh3; ma ¼
Z H=2
H=2
h3G1=2TGadh3;
A1=2T ¼
Z H=2
H=2
G1=2Tdh3 ¼ ti  Di þma  D3;a; TT ¼ T; ð9Þ
where the covariant base vectors Gi, their reciprocal vectors G
i and
the scalar G1=2 are deﬁned by
Gi ¼ X;i; Gi  Gj ¼ dji; G1=2 ¼ G1  G2  G3 > 0 ð10Þ
The symmetry of the tensor T follows from the balance of angu-
lar momentum reﬂected by TT ¼ T. In the absence of body forces
the assigned ﬁelds fmb;mb3g are speciﬁed in terms of the traction
vectors ft^;tg applied to the shell’s top and bottom surfaces, respec-
tively, by the equations
mb ¼ a^t^þ at; mb3 ¼ H
2
ða^t^ atÞ;
a^ ¼ jðD1 þ H2 D3;1Þ  ðD2 þ
H
2
D3;2Þj
a ¼ jðD1  H2 D3;1Þ  ðD2 
H
2
D3;2Þj ð11Þ
Also, the mass quantity
m ¼
Z H
2
H2
q0G
1=2dh3 ð12Þ
Fig. 1. Sketch of the inclusion, interphase and matrix and deﬁnitions of the
spherical polar coordinates fR; h;/g in terms of the rectangular Cartesian coordi-
nates xi .
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conﬁguration. Then, the equilibrium Eq. (8) can be solved to
obtain
t^ ¼ 1
2a^
ta;a þ
2
H
ðt3 ma;aÞ
 
; t ¼ 1
2a
ta;a 
2
H
ðt3 ma;aÞ
 
: ð13Þ
The strain energies fR;Wg appearing in Eq. (1) can be
expressed in the forms Rubin and Benveniste (2004)
mRðEÞ ¼ lD1=2H m
1 2m
n o
ðE  IÞ2 þ E  E
h i
;
mWðE;b;GÞ ¼ D
1=2HH2l
24
2m
1 m
 
ðj  IÞ2 þ ðj  jÞ þ ðj  jTÞ
 
: ð14Þ
where I is the identity tensor and A  B ¼ trðATBÞ denotes the inner
product between two tensors fA;Bg. Furthermore, the constitutive
equations become
A1=2T ¼ m @R
@E
¼ 2lD1=2H m
1 2m ðE  IÞIþ E
h i
;
ma ¼ m @R
@b
Da ¼ c2
12
ðD1=2HH2lÞ 2m
1 m
 
ðj  IÞIþ jþ jT
 
Da
þ 2c1lD1=2H
m
1 2m
 	
ðE  IÞIþ E
h i
Ha;
ti ¼ 2lD1=2H m
1 2m
 	
ðE  IÞIþ E
h i
Di  ðDi  D3;aÞma: ð15Þ
where m is Poisson’s ratio and l is the shear modulus and use has
been made of the simpliﬁcation fðDk  DaÞDk ¼ Dag which is valid
since D3 ¼ A3.
Moreover, the strains fE; bg appearing in these equations are
deﬁned by
E¼1
2
ðdiDiþDidiÞ; ba¼d3;aðDi D3;aÞdi; b¼baDa: ð16Þ
and the auxiliary strains fE;jg are speciﬁed by
E ¼ Eþ c1
2
bðDk HkÞ þ ðHk  DkÞbT
h i
;
j ¼ ðbr  DkÞðDk  DrÞ ¼ ðDk  Dr  Dk  DrÞ  b ð17Þ
Also, the mass quantity m and the geometric quantities fH;Hag
are given by
m ¼ q0A1=2H;H ¼ H 1þ
H2
12
D1=2ðD3;1  D3;2  D3Þ
" #
;
HH1 ¼ H
3
12
D1=2ðD3;2  D3Þ; HH2 ¼ H
3
12
D1=2ðD3  D3;1Þ: ð18Þ
Next, it is convenient to deﬁne uMðXÞ and TMðXÞ as the dis-
placement vector and stress tensor ﬁelds in the matrix, and
uIcðXÞ and TIcðXÞ as the corresponding ﬁelds in the inclusion at
arbitrary points deﬁned by the position vector X. Furthermore, de-
note bX and n^ as the position vector and unit outward normal on
the interphase’s top surface and X and n as the corresponding
ﬁelds on the interphase’s bottom surface. Speciﬁcally, bX and X
can be expressed in terms of the convected coordinates ha in the
interphase by using (2) to obtain
bX ¼ bXðhaÞ ¼ XðhaÞ þ H
2
D3ðhaÞ; X ¼ XðhaÞ ¼ XðhaÞ  H2 D3ðh
aÞ
ð19ÞIt then follows by continuity of displacements, and Newton’s
third law for tractions at the boundaries of the interphase with
the matrix and inclusion that
u^ðhaÞ ¼ uMðbXðhaÞÞ; t^ ¼ TMðbXðhaÞÞn^;
uðhaÞ ¼ uIcðXðhaÞÞ; t ¼ TIcðXðhaÞÞn: ð20Þ
where the expressions for the displacements can be differentiated
with respect to ha to obtain the strains in the interphase.
In summary, the equations for the Cosserat interphase model
include the kinematic relations (7) and (16)–(18), the constitutive
Eq. (15) and the balance laws in the forms (13). These equations
are used to express the tractions ft^;tg applied to the top and
bottom surfaces of the interphase, respectively, in terms of the dis-
placements fu^; ug on the top and bottom surfaces of the inter-
phase, respectively, and their derivatives with respect to ha up to
second order. Then, the continuity conditions (20) are used to cou-
ple the responses in the inclusion and matrix.
3. The exact three-dimensional solution
This section brieﬂy summarizes the exact three-dimensional
solution for an interphase that connects a spherical inclusion of
radius R1 to an inﬁnite matrix with inner radius R2 as shown in
Fig. 1. The inclusion, interphase and matrix are homogeneous,
isotropic linear elastic materials with shear modulus lk and the
Poisson ratio mk. Here, and throughout the text, the subscript or
superscript k ¼ Ic; I; M denote the inhomogeneity, the interphase
and the matrix, respectively. Moreover, the composite is loaded by
a general uniform stress ﬁeld far away from the inclusion.
The thickness H, mean radius R0 and normalized thickness j of
the interphase are deﬁned by
R0 ¼ R1 þ R22 ; H ¼ R2  R1; j ¼
H
R0
;
R1 ¼ R0ð1 j2Þ; R2 ¼ R0ð1þ
j
2
Þ: ð21Þ
where the scalar j here should not be confused with the tensor j
deﬁned in Eq. (17).
Fig. 1 shows that deﬁnitions of the spherical coordinates
fR; h;/Þg in terms of the rectangular Cartesian coordinates xi. More-
over, the orthonormal spherical polar base vectors feR; eh; e/g can be
deﬁned in terms of the ﬁxed rectangular Cartesian base vectors ei,
such that
466 H. Dong et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 51 (2014) 462–477eR ¼ eRðh;/; eiÞ ¼ cos/ðcos he1 þ sin he2Þ þ sin/e3;
eh ¼ ehðh;/; eiÞ ¼  sin he1 þ cos he2;
e/ ¼ e/ðh;/; eiÞ ¼  sin/ðcos he1 þ sin he2Þ þ cos/e3: ð22Þ
This spherical polar coordinate system is used in Meriam and
Kraige (1987) but since it is not standard Appendix A records
expressions for the displacement gradient H and the divergence
of the stress tensor T.
The boundary condition imposed on the matrix material at an
inﬁnite distance from the inclusion is a uniform state of uniaxial
stress T1 given by
T1 ¼ r0ðe3  e3Þ
¼ r0½sin2 /ðeR  eRÞ þ ð1 sin2 /Þðe/  e/Þ þ 12
 sin 2/ðeR  e/ þ e/  eRÞ ð23Þ
where r0 is a constant that determines the magnitude of the uniax-
ial stress at inﬁnity. Since the material is isotropic it is possible to
use coordinate transformations and superposition of the solution
for uniaixal stress to obtain the solution for a general state of uni-
form stress at inﬁnity (see Appendix B). Consequently, it is sufﬁ-
cient to analyze the accuracy of the solution based on the
Cosserat interphase model for uniaxial stress only in order to quan-
tify the accuracy for general stress states.
The exact solution of this problem is known (e.g., Luo andWeng,
1987; Duan et al., 2006). Speciﬁcally, the components of the dis-
placement ﬁeld in each of the phases are expressed in the forms
ukR ¼ Ck1Rþ
Ck2
R2
þ 1
2
2Ck3Rþ Ck4 5 4mk1 2mk
1
R2
þ Ck5 12mk7 4mk R
3  3Ck6
R4
 
ð2 3 cos2 /Þ;
uk/ ¼
3
2
Ck3Rþ Ck4
R2
þ Ck5R3 þ Ck6
R4
 
sin 2/;
ukh ¼ 0; ðk ¼ Ic; I and MÞ: ð24Þ
where fCk1; Ck2; Ck3;Ck4;Ck5;Ck6g are constants determined by the
boundary conditions. It can be shown that these displacement ﬁelds
satisfy the equations of equilibrium given in Appendix A pointwise
for all values of these constants.
Using the boundary conditions that the solution is bounded at
R ¼ 0 and that the stress at R ¼ 1 is given by (23) it can be shown
that
CIc2 ¼ 0; CIc4 ¼ 0;CIc6 ¼ 0; CM1 ¼ ð1 2mMÞr06ð1þ mMÞlM
;
CM3 ¼ r06lM
; CM5 ¼ 0: ð25Þ
Moreover, for later reference the displacement components
fuIcR;uIc/g in the inclusion and the components fuMR;uM/g in the
matrix, both evaluated at the surfaces of the interphase can be ex-
pressed in the forms
uIcR ¼ CIc1R1 þ
1
2
2CIc3R1 þ CIc5 12mIc7 4mIc R
3
1
 
ð2 3 cos2 /Þ;
uIc/ ¼
3
2
CIc3R1 þ CIc5R31
 	
sin 2/;
uMR ¼ CM1R2 þ
CM2
R22
þ 1
2
2CM3R2 þ CM4 5 4mM1 2mM
1
R22
 3CM6
R42
 !
ð2 3 cos2 /Þ;
uM/ ¼
3
2
CM3R2 þ CM4
R22
þ CM6
R42
 !
sin 2/: ð26ÞIt is also convenient to record expressions for the components
of the stresses fTIcRR; TIcR/g in the inclusion and the components
fTMRR; TMR/g in the matrix, both evaluated at the surfaces of the
interphase
TIcRR ¼ ðKIcRR1CIc1 þ KIcRR2CIc3 þ KIcRR3CIc5Þ þ ðKIcRR4CIc1 þ KIcRR5CIc3
þ KIcRR6CIc5Þ cos2 /;
TIcR/ ¼ ðKIcR/1CIc1 þ KIcR/2CIc3 þ KIcR/3CIc5Þ sin 2/;
TMRR ¼ ðKMRR0r0 þ KMRR1CM2 þ KMRR2CM4 þ KMRR3CM6Þ
þ ðKMRR4r0 þ KMRR5CM2 þ KMRR6CM4 þ KMRR7CM6Þ cos2 /;
TMR/ ¼ ðKMR/0r0 þ KMR/1CM2 þ KMR/2CM4 þ KMR/3CM6Þ sin 2/;
ð27Þ
where the coefﬁcients K are recorded in Appendix C.
4. Formulation of the Cosserat interphase model for a spherical
interphase
In order to develop the solution using the Cosserat interphase
model it is convenient to ﬁrst develop details of the equations for
the Cosserat model of a spherical interphase with inner radius R1
and outer radius R2. For this model the convected coordinates ha
in Eq. (2) are speciﬁed by
h1 ¼ h; h2 ¼ /: ð28Þ
Consequently, the values of the kinematic variables in (3) and
(4) are given by
X ¼ Xðh;/Þ ¼ R0eRðh;/Þ;
D1 ¼ @X
@h
¼ R0 cos/eh; D2 ¼ @X
@/
¼ R0e/; D3 ¼ eR;
D1 ¼ eh
R0 cos/
; D2 ¼ e/
R0
; D3 ¼ eR; D1=2 ¼ R20 cos/: ð29Þ
Moreover, using (11) and (18) it follows that
a^ ¼ R0 þ H2
 2
cos/; a ¼ R0  H2
 2
cos/;
H ¼ H 1þ H
2
12R20
 !
; H1 ¼ H
3
12R20H cos/
eh; H
2 ¼ H
3
12R20H
e/: ð30Þ
Now the displacement fu; d3g in Eq. (6) can be expressed in
terms of their components
u ¼ uReR þ uheh þ u/e/;
d3 ¼ d3ReR þ d3heh þ d3/e/: ð31Þ
so the vectors da (a ¼ 1;2) in Eq. (6) are given by
d1¼u;1¼ d1ReRþd1hehþd1/e/;
d1R¼ @uR
@h
uh cos/; d1h ¼ @uh
@h
þuR cos/u/ sin/; d1/¼ @u/
@h
þuh sin/
d2¼u;2¼ d2ReRþd2hehþd2/e/;
d2R¼ @uR
@/
u/; d2h ¼ @uh
@/
; d2/¼ @u/
@/
þuR ð32Þ
Then, the deformation measures (16) and (17) can be expresses
as
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ERR ¼ d3R; Ehh ¼ d1hR0 cos/ ; E// ¼
d2/
R0
; ERh ¼ EhR ¼ d1R2R0 cos/þ
d3h
2
;
ER/ ¼ E/R ¼ d2R2R0 þ
d3/
2
; Eh/ ¼ E/h ¼ d2h2R0 þ
d1/
2R0 cos/
;
b1 ¼ b1ReR þ b1heh þ b1/e/; b1R ¼
@d3R
@h
 d3h cos/
 
 d1R
R0
;
b1h ¼
@d3h
@h
þ d3R cos/ d3/ sin/
 
 d1h
R0
; b1/ ¼
@d3/
@h
þ d3h sin/
 
 d1/
R0
b2 ¼ b2ReR þ b2heh þ b2/e/;
b2R ¼
@d3R
@/
 d3/
 
 d2R
R0
; b2h ¼
@d3h
@/
 d2h
R0
; b2/ ¼
@d3/
@/
þ d3R
 
 d2/
R0
;
b ¼ bpqep  eq; ðp; q ¼ R; h;/; p; qsumÞ;
bRh ¼
b1R
R0 cos/
; bhh ¼
b1h
R0 cos/
; b/h ¼
b1/
R0 cos/
bR/ ¼
b2R
R0
; bh/ ¼
b2h
R0
; b// ¼
b2/
R0
; all otherbpq ¼ 0;
ð33Þ
and
E ¼ Epqep  eq; ðp; q ¼ R; h;/; p; qsumÞ;
ERR ¼ ERR; Ehh ¼ Ehh þ c1H
3
12R0H
bhh; E// ¼ E// þ
c1H
3
12R0H
b//;
ERh ¼ EhR ¼ ERh þ c1H
3
24R0H
bRh; ER/ ¼ E/R ¼ ER/ þ
c1H
3
24R0H
bR/;
Eh/ ¼ E/h ¼ Eh/ þ c1H
3
24R0H
ðbh/ þ b/hÞ;
j ¼ bhheh  eh þ b//e/  e/ þ bh/eh  e/ þ b/he/  eh:
ð34Þ
Furthermore, the constitutive Eq. (15) yield
T ¼ Tpqep  eq; ðp; q ¼ R; h;/; p; qsumÞ;
TRR ¼ 2lIH1 2mI ½ð1 mIÞERR þ mIðEhh þ E//Þ;
Thh ¼ 2lIH1 2mI ½ð1 mIÞEhh þ mIðERR þ E//Þ;
T// ¼ 2lIH1 2mI ½ð1 mIÞE// þ mIðERR þ EhhÞ;
TRh ¼ ThR ¼ 2lIHERh; TR/ ¼ T/R ¼ 2lIHER/;
Th/ ¼ T/h ¼ 2lIHEh/;
ð35Þ
and
m1 ¼ m1ReR þm1heh þm1/e/;
m1R ¼ c1H
3
12H
TRh; m1h ¼ c1H
3
12H
Thh þ c2lIH
2HR0
6
bhh þ mIb//
1 mI ;
m1/ ¼ c1H
3
12H
Th/ þ c2lIH
2HR0
12
ðbh/ þ b/hÞ;
m2 ¼ m2ReR þm2heh þm2/e/;
m2R ¼ c1H
3 cos/
12H
TR/; m2h ¼ c1H
3 cos/
12H
Th/ þ c2lIH
2HR0 cos/
12
ðbh/ þ b/hÞ;
m2/ ¼ c1H
3 cos/
12H
T// þ c2lIH
2HR0 cos/
6
mIbhh þ b//
1 mI ;
t1 ¼ t1ReR þ t1heh þ t1/e/;
t1R ¼ R0TRh m1RR0 ; t1h ¼ R0Thh 
m1h
R0
; t1/ ¼ R0Th/ m1/R0 ;
t2 ¼ t2ReR þ t2heh þ t2/e/;
t2R ¼ R0TR/ cos/m2RR0 ; t2h ¼ R0Th/ cos/
m2h
R0
; t2/ ¼ R0 T// cos/m2/R0 ;
t3 ¼ t3ReR þ t3heh þ t3/e/;
t3R ¼ R20 TRR cos/; t3h ¼ R20 TRh cos/; t3/ ¼ R20 TR/ cos/:
ð36ÞThen, ta;a and m
a
;a in the balance Eq. (13) yield the expressions
t1;1 ¼ t11ReR þ t11heh þ t11/e/;
t11R ¼ @t1R
@h
 t1h cos/; t11h ¼ @t1h
@h
þ t1R cos/ t1/ sin/;
t11/ ¼ @t1/
@h
þ t1h sin/;
t2;2 ¼ t22ReR þ t22heh þ t22/e/;
t22R ¼ @t2R
@/
 t2/; t22h ¼ @t2h
@/
; t22/ ¼ @t2/
@/
þ t2R;
ð37Þ
and
m1;1 ¼ m11ReR þm11heh þm11/e/;
m11R ¼ @m1R
@h
m1h cos/; m11h ¼ @m1h
@h
þm1R cos/m1/ sin/;
m11/ ¼ @m1/
@h
þm1h sin/;
m2;2 ¼ m22ReR þm22heh þm22/e/;
m22R ¼ @m2R
@/
m2/; m22h ¼ @m2h
@/
; m22/ ¼ @m2/
@/
þm2R;
ð38Þ
Furthermore, with the help of (13) the continuity conditions on
stress (20) yield
TIcRR ¼
1
2a
taaR þ 2H ðt3R maaRÞ
 
;
TIcRh ¼
1
2a
taah þ 2H ðt3h maahÞ
 
;
TIcR/ ¼
1
2a
taa/ þ 2H ðt3/ maa/Þ
 
;
TMRR ¼
1
2a^
taaR þ 2H ðt3R maaRÞ
 
;
TMRh ¼
1
2a^
taah þ 2H ðt3h maahÞ
 
;
TMR/ ¼
1
2a^
taa/ þ 2H ðt3/ maa/Þ
 
; ð39Þ
where taap ¼ t11p þ t22p;maap ¼ m11p þm22p ðp ¼ R; h;/Þ and the
quantities on the left-hand side of these equations denote the phys-
ical components of the stress tensors fTM;TIcg relative to feR; eh; e/g
evaluated on the boundaries of the interphase.
Now, with the help of (7) the continuity conditions (20) on dis-
placements yield
uR ¼ 12 ðu

MR þ uIcRÞ; uh ¼
1
2
ðuMh þ uIchÞ; u/ ¼
1
2
ðuM/ þ uIc/Þ;
d3R ¼ 1H ðu

MR  uIcRÞ; d3h ¼
1
H
ðuMh  uIchÞ; d3/ ¼
1
H
ðuM/  uIc/Þ; ð40Þ
where fuIcR; uIch;uIc/g and fuMR; uMh;uM/g are components of the
displacements uIcðXÞ and uMðbXÞ relative to feR; eh; e/g evaluated
on the surfaces of the interphase. In summary, (31)–(40) character-
ize the Cosserat interphase model. Speciﬁcally, these equations pro-
duce expressions that connect the components of the stresses due
to tractions and the displacements in the inclusion and matrix, both
evaluated on the surfaces of the interphase.5. The solution for uniform uniaxial stress at inﬁnity
Here, use is made of the formulation of the Cosserat interphase
in the previous section to obtain a solution for uniform uniaxial
stress T1 at inﬁnity. It will be shown that, in contrast with other
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it is valid for the full range of parameters.
5.1. The solution for uniform uniaxial stress at iniﬁnity
With the help of (25), (26) and (40) it is possible to determine
expressions for the Cosserat displacements in the forms
uR ¼ ku1 þ ku2 cos2 /; u/ ¼ ku3 sin 2/;
d3R ¼ kd1 þ kd2 cos2 /; d3/ ¼ kd3 sin 2/: ð41Þ
where the parameters k are functions of r0 and the six unknown
constants fCIc1;CIc3; CIc5; CM2;CM4;CM6g given in Appendix C. Then,
the equations in Section 4 express the stress components (39) at
the boundaries of the interphase in the forms
TCIcRR ¼KCIcRR0ðKCIcRR1ku1 þ KCIcRR2ku2 þ KCIcRR3ku3
þ KCIcRR4kd1 þ KCIcRR5kd2 þ KCIcRR6kd3Þ
þ KCIcRR0ðKCIcRR7ku1 þ KCIcRR8ku2 þ KCIcRR9ku3
þ KCIcRR10kd1 þ KCIcRR11kd2 þ KCIcRR12kd3Þ cos2 /;
TCIcR/ ¼KCIcR/0ðKCIcR/1ku1 þ KCIcR/2ku2 þ KCIcR/3ku3
þ KCIcR/4kd1 þ KCIcR/5kd2 þ KCIcR/6kd3Þ sin 2/;
TCMRR ¼KCMRR0ðKCMRR1ku1 þ KCMRR2ku2 þ KCMRR3ku3
þ KCMRR4kd1 þ KCMRR5kd2 þ KCMRR6kd3Þ
þ KCMRR0ðKCMRR7ku1 þ KCMRR8ku2 þ KCMRR9ku3
þ KCMRR10kd1 þ KCMRR11kd2 þ KCMRR12kd3Þ cos2 /;
TCMR/ ¼KCMR/0ðKCMR/1ku1 þ KCMR/2ku2 þ KCMR/3ku3
þ KCMR/4kd1 þ KCMR/5kd2 þ KCMR/6kd3Þ sin 2/; ð42Þ
where a superscript C has been added to denote that these values
are predicted by the Cosserat interphase model and the values of
the coefﬁcients K are recorded in Appendix C. Equating the
three-dimensional expressions (27) for the components of stress
with the corresponding Cosserat values (42) yields six equations
which can be solved for the six unknown constants fCIc1;CIc3;CIc5;
CM2;CM4; CM6g and completes the solution.
5.2. A brief summary of model IðHÞ developed in Benveniste and
Berdichevsky (2010)
Benveniste and Berdichevsky (2010) developed two interphase
models based on a Taylor series expansion through the thickness of
the interphase. model IðHÞ used an expansion of order OðHÞ and
model IðH2Þ used an expansion of order OðH2Þ. In these develop-
ments the geometry of the interface surface was general but the
geometry of the interphase was limited to constant thickness H
with the directions of the covariant base vectors Gi remaining
orthogonal and independent of the thickness coordinate h3. Here,
model IðHÞ is denoted by IðHÞ and is used for comparison with
the results of the Cosserat interphase model. The Eqs. (3.5) and
(3.6) in Benveniste and Berdichevsky (2010) for model IðHÞ can
be rewritten using the notation of this paper as
u^ u ¼ H
2
MðH
2
Þ þ N ðH
2
Þ þMðH
2
Þ þ NðH
2
Þ
 
;
t^þ t ¼ H
2
FðH
2
Þ þ UðH
2
Þ þ FðH
2
Þ þ UðH
2
Þ
 
: ð43Þ
In these equations the vectors fM;N ;F ;Ug are functions of the
geometry of the interphase that are evaluated on the bounding sur-
faces h3 ¼ H=2. Moreover, fM;Ug are functions of the derivativesof the displacements, N is a function of the traction vector t ap-
plied to the surface with unit normal vector A3 and F is a function
of the derivatives of t. Also, these equations correct a typographical
error in (3.5) in Benveniste and Berdichevsky (2010) by adding a
plus sign before the termMðH=2Þ and it is noted that (Benveniste
and Berdichevsky, 2010) use the deﬁnition of the gradient operator
as a Left gradient instead of a Right gradient as used in this paper.
Solutions of the more accurate, but more complicated, model IðH2Þ
were not developed here.
After a lengthy calculation that is not presented here it can be
shown that the equations of model IðHÞ are satisﬁed exactly for
all homogeneous deformations and all interphase geometries con-
sistent with the assumptions of the model.
5.3. A uniform homogeneous material subjected to uniaxial stress
Within the context of the spherical inclusion problem being
considered it is possible to investigate the importance of the
restriction placed on the strain energy function of the Cosserat
interphase model which ensures that exact solutions are predicted
for all homogeneous deformations. In order to test the accuracy of
different Cosserat models it is convenient to specialize the compos-
ite material to be a uniform homogeneous material by using the
same material parameters in each phase. Here, these parameters
are speciﬁed by
mIc ¼ mI ¼ mM ¼ 0:3; lIc ¼ lI ¼ lM : ð44Þ
The exact solution yields a constant stress tensor so the models
should predict vanishing jumps in tractions across the interphase
surfaces. Figs. 2–4 plot jumps in the displacements and tractions
across the interphase predicted by the four Cosserat models
fðGSÞ; ðMSÞ; ðSSÞ; ðGMÞg, the exact solution ðEXÞ and the solution
IðHÞ as functions of the normalized thickness parameter j at three
angles f/ ¼ 0	;45	;90	g . In this regard, it is noted that the shear
stress vanishes at / ¼ 45	. The largest value of j corresponds to
an interphase that is extremely thick. The results predicted by
ðGSÞ and ðMSÞ are exact since the strain energy function for both
of these models satisﬁes the restrictions for homogeneous defor-
mations. In contrast, the models ðSSÞ and ðGMÞ predict errors for
this simple problem which increase with increasing values of j
but surprisingly remain relatively small for moderately thick
interphases with j ¼ 0:5. As mentioned before, the predictions of
model IðHÞ are exact for homogeneous deformations. This demon-
strates the importance of using a theory which has been restricted
to reproduce exact solutions for all homogeneous deformations.
Moreover, it is noted that the errors predicted by models ðSSÞ
and ðGMÞ may be larger for other interphase geometries and other
homogeneous deformations. In this regard, it is difﬁcult to have
conﬁdence in the models ðSSÞ and ðGMÞ for general inhomogeneous
problems and general interphase geometries.
5.4. An inhomogeneous material subjected to uniaxial stress
In the examples considered here the values of Poisson’s ratio
and the stiffness ratio lIc=lM are speciﬁed to be the same as those
used in Rubin and Benveniste (2004).
mIc ¼ 0:2; mI ¼ 0:3; mM ¼ 0:35; lIclM
¼ 10: ð45Þ
Figs. 5–9 plot jumps in the displacements and tractions across
the interphase predicted by the four Cosserat models
fðGSÞ; ðMSÞ; ðSSÞ; ðGMÞg, the exact solution ðEXÞ and the solution
IðHÞ as functions of the normalized interphase stiffness lI=lM for
two values of the normalized thickness fj ¼ 0:1;0:5g and at three
Fig. 2. A homogeneous material: Jumps in the displacements and tractions across the interphase for / ¼ 0	 . Comparison of the general shell ðGSÞ, membrane-like shell ðMSÞ,
simple shell ðSSÞ and general membrane ðGMÞ solutions with the exact solution ðEXÞ and the solution IðHÞ of model IðHÞ in Benveniste and Berdichevsky (2010).
Fig. 3. A homogeneous material: Jumps in the displacements and tractions across the interphase for / ¼ 45	 . Comparison of the general shell ðGSÞ, membrane-like shell ðMSÞ,
simple shell ðSSÞ and general membrane ðGMÞ solutions with the exact solution ðEXÞ and the solution IðHÞ of model IðHÞ in Benveniste and Berdichevsky (2010).
Fig. 4. A homogeneous material: Jumps in the displacements and tractions across the interphase for / ¼ 90	 . Comparison of the general shell ðGSÞ, membrane-like shell ðMSÞ,
simple shell ðSSÞ and general membrane ðGMÞ solutions with the exact solution ðEXÞ and the solution IðHÞ of model IðHÞ in Benveniste and Berdichevsky (2010).
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of the jumps in displacement of all four Cosserat interphase models
are accurate, whereas model IðHÞ shows a small error for the thick-
est interphase j ¼ 0:5. The Cosserat interphase model is so accu-
rate that it was necessary to consider a moderately thick
interphase with j ¼ 0:5 in order to exhibit errors in the predic-
tions. More detailed examination of the predictions of the jumpsin tractions for the thickest interphase (j ¼ 0:5) indicates that
the models fðGSÞ; ðMSÞg, which satisfy the restrictions on the strain
energy for homogeneous deformations, are overall more accurate
than predictions of the models fðSSÞ; ðGMÞg, which do not satisfy
this restriction. Also, it can be seen from Figs. 5(d), 7(d) and 8(d)
that the model IðHÞ predicts larger errors than those predicted by
the Cosserat interphase model.
Fig. 5. An inhomogeneous material: Jumps in the displacements and tractions across the interphase for / ¼ 0	; j ¼ 0:1; 0:5 under uniaxial stress condition. Comparison of
the general shell ðGSÞ, membrane-like shell ðMSÞ, simple shell ðSSÞ and general membrane ðGMÞ solutions with the exact solution ðEXÞ and the solution IðHÞ of model IðHÞ in
Benveniste and Berdichevsky (2010).
Fig. 6. An inhomogeneous material: Jumps in the displacements and tractions across the interphase for / ¼ 45	; j ¼ 0:1 under uniform uniaxial stress condition.
Comparison of the general shell ðGSÞ, membrane-like shell ðMSÞ, simple shell ðSSÞ and general membrane ðGMÞ solutions with the exact solution ðEXÞ and the solution IðHÞ of
model IðHÞ in Benveniste and Berdichevsky (2010).
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jumps in the radial stress component for / ¼ 0 and for the thickest
interphase with j ¼ 0:5 (see Fig. 7(d)). Fig. 9 plots the same results
as shown in Fig. 7(d) for the intermediate values j ¼ 0:2;0:3 and
0:4. These results show a smooth increase in error as the inter-
phase becomes thicker. In order to better understand the sourceof the errors in the normal stress component, Fig. 10 plots the
spatial distributions of the strains predicted by the exact solution
for / ¼ 0 and for different values of j. From this ﬁgure it can be
seen that the distribution of strain through the thickness of the
interphase is nonlinear. This indicates that the simple shell model
with only one director through the thickness of the shell cannot be
Fig. 7. An inhomogeneous material: Jumps in the displacements and tractions across the interphase for / ¼ 45	; j ¼ 0:5 under uniform uniaxial stress condition.
Comparison of the general shell ðGSÞ, membrane-like shell ðMSÞ, simple shell ðSSÞ and general membrane ðGMÞ solutions with the exact solution ðEXÞ and the solution IðHÞ of
model IðHÞ in Benveniste and Berdichevsky (2010).
Fig. 8. An inhomogeneous material: Jumps in the displacements and tractions across the interphase for / ¼ 90	; j ¼ 0:1; 0:5 under uniform uniaxial stress condition.
Comparison of the general shell ðGSÞ, membrane-like shell ðMSÞ, simple shell ðSSÞ and general membrane ðGMÞ solutions with the exact solution ðEXÞ and the solution IðHÞ of
model IðHÞ in Benveniste and Berdichevsky (2010).
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butions for the thickest interphase. Moreover, it can be seen from
Fig. 7(d) that the predictions of the most general model ðGSÞ have
more error than those of the less general model ðMSÞ for the thick-
est interphase. This indicates that the simple model for bending
stiffness of a shell is inappropriate for the strong variation in strain
through the thickness of the thickest interphase.6. Conclusions
This paper presents the ﬁrst application of the Cosserat inter-
phase model to a three dimensional solution. Speciﬁcally, atten-
tion is focused on a ﬁnite thickness interphase that connects a
spherical inclusion with an inﬁnite matrix. Since the materials
are isotropic, the solution for an arbitrary uniform stress state
Fig. 9. An inhomogeneous material: Jumps in tractions across the interphase for / ¼ 0	; j ¼ 0:2;0:3;0:4 under uniaxial stress condition. Comparison of the general shell ðGSÞ,
membrane-like shell ðMSÞ, simple shell ðSSÞ and general membrane ðGMÞ solutions with the exact solution ðEXÞ and the solution IðHÞ of model IðHÞ in Benveniste and
Berdichevsky (2010).
Fig. 10. An inhomogeneous material: Exact solutions of strains in the interphase for lIc=lM ¼ 10; lI ¼ lM ; / ¼ 0	; j ¼ 0:1;0:2;0:3;0:4;0:5.
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tions and superposition of the solution for uniform uniaxial
stress applied to the matrix at inﬁnity. Solutions are presented
using four Cosserat interphase models: a general shell ðGSÞ, a
membrane-like shell ðMSÞ, a simple shell ðSSÞ, a generalized
membrane ðGMÞ; the exact solution ðEXÞ, and the ﬁrst order
interphase model IðHÞ developed in Benveniste and
Berdichevsky (2010). The models fðGSÞ; ðMSÞg satisfy restrictions
on the strain energy function that ensure exact solutions for allhomogeneous deformations of a uniform homogeneous material,
whereas the other models fðSSÞ; ðGMÞg do not satisfy these
restrictions. Overall, the general shell model ðGSÞ is the most
accurate of these models and it is applicable to the largest range
of material parameters and interphase geometries. Moreover,
the examples considered here indicate that the predictions of
the Cosserat interphase model are more accurate than those of
the model IðHÞ for the thickest interphase. Consequently, the
Cosserat interphase model can be used with conﬁdence for
H. Dong et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 51 (2014) 462–477 473applications which include: inverse analysis to determine material
properties of interphases and analysis of interphase debonding.Acknowledgements
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from his Gerard Swope Chair in Mechanics.Appendix A. Explicit expressions for the three-dimensional
theory
The objective of this Appendix is to present explicit forms for
displacement gradient and the divergence of the stress tensor in
the spherical polar coordinates deﬁned in (22). Also, it is shown
that the displacement ﬁelds (22) and (25) satisfy the exact
three-dimensional equations of equilibrium pointwise in the
phases.
Speciﬁcally, the gradient of the displacement u with respect to
the position vector X, denoted by H ¼ @u=@X, is given by
H ¼ @u

R
@R
eR  eR þ 1R cos/
@uR
@h
 u

h
R
 
eR  eh
þ 1
R
@uR
@/
 u

/
R
 
eR  e/ þ @u

h
@R
eh  eR
þ ð 1
R cos/
@uh
@h
þ u

R
R
 tan/u

/
R
Þeh  eh
þ 1
R
@uh
@/
eh  e/ þ
@u/
@R
e/  eR
þ 1
R cos/
@u/
@h
þ tan/u

h
R
 
e/  eh
þ 1
R
@u/
@/
þ u

R
R
 
e/  e/ ðA:1Þ
so the strain tensor E, which is the symmetric part of H,
becomes
E ¼1
2
ðH þHTÞ¼ Epqepeq; ðp;q¼R;h;/;p;q sumÞ;
ERR¼
@uR
@R
; Ehh¼
1
Rcos/
@uh
@h
þu

R
R
 tan/u

/
R
 
; E//¼
1
R
@u/
@/
þu

R
R
 
;
ERh¼ EhR¼
1
2
1
Rcos/
@uR
@h
u

h
R
þ@u

h
@R
 
;
ER/¼ E/R¼
1
2
1
R
@uR
@/
u

/
R
þ@u

/
@R
 
Eh/¼ E/h¼
1
2
1
R
@uh
@/
þ 1
Rcos/
@u/
@h
þ tan/u

h
R
 
ðA:2Þ
Moreover, the three-dimensional constitutive equation for the
Cauchy stress T is given by
T ¼ Tpqepeq; ðp;q¼R;h;/;p;q sumÞ; TRR¼2l
m
12mH
 þERR
 	
;
Thh¼2l
m
12mH
 þEhh
 	
; T//¼2l
m
12mH
 þE//
 	
;
TRh¼ ThR¼2lERh; TR/¼ T/R¼2lER/; Th/¼ T/h¼2lEh/; ðA:3Þ
where
H ¼ ERR þ Ehh þ E//: ðA:4ÞThen, the divergence of the stress can be expressed in the form
divT ¼ @T

RR
@R
þ 1
R cos/
@TRh
@h
þ 1
R
@TR/
@/
þ 1
R
ð2TRR  Thh  T//  TR/ tan/Þ
 
eR
þ @T

Rh
@R
þ 1
R cos/
@Thh
@h
þ 1
R
@Th/
@/
þ 1
R
ð3TRh  2Th/ tan/Þ
 
eh
þ @T

R/
@R
þ 1
R cos/
@Th/
@h
þ 1
R
@T//
@/
þ 1
R
f3TR/ þ ðThh  T//Þ tan/g
 
e/
ðA:5Þ
These expressions can be obtained using expressions for the
standard representation of spherical polar coordinates by trans-
forming: the standard indices of the components of tensors by
fh! /;/! hg, the standard coordinates by fh! p=2 /;
/! hg, partial derivatives by f@h! @/; @/! @hg and the base
vectors by feh ! e/; e/ ! ehg.
Using these expressions it can be shown that the functional
forms (24) and (25) of the displacement ﬁeld sastify the equations
of equilibrium pointwise and thus represent exact solutions.
Appendix B. Solution for a general uniform state of stress far
from the inclusion
In the previous sections use has been made of the spherical
polar coordinate system with coordinates fR; h;/g and orthonor-
mal base vectors feR; eh; e/g deﬁned in (22).
To characterize a general uniform state of stress far away from
the inclusion ðR ¼ 1Þ these functional forms are used by replacing
the arguments with different values fhðJÞ;/ðJÞ; eðJÞi g of fh;/; eig.
However, for simplicity feR; eh; e/g will be used to denote the
expressions (22). More speciﬁcally, nine solutions ðJ ¼ 1;2; . . . ;9Þ
for the displacement ﬁeld uðJÞ and the stress ﬁeld TðJÞ are
represented in the form
uðJÞðR;hðJÞ;/ðJÞ;TðJÞÞ ¼uð3Þp ðR;hðJÞ;/ðJÞ;TðJÞÞepðhðJÞ;/ðJÞ;eðJÞi Þ;
TðJÞðR;hðJÞ;/ðJÞ;TðJÞÞ
¼ Tð3Þpq ðR;hðJÞ;/ðJÞ;TðJÞÞepðhðJÞ;/ðJÞ;eðJÞi ÞeqðhðJÞ;/ðJÞ;eðJÞi Þ ðp;q¼R;h;/;p;q sumÞ
ðB:1Þ
where the solution for J ¼ 3 is the fundamental solution of uniaxial
stress in the e3 direction at inﬁnity that was developed in Section 5
for which
hð3Þ ¼ h; /ð3Þ ¼ /; eð3Þi ¼ ei: ðB:2Þ
Given values for eðJÞi the dependence of fhðJÞ;/ðJÞg on fh;/g can
be determined so that each of the solutions for J > 1 represents
uniaxial stress in the eðJÞ3 direction at inﬁnity. Speciﬁcally, use is
made of (22) to express the position vector X of a material point
in the forms
X ¼ ReR ¼ R½cos/ðJÞðcos hðJÞeðJÞ1 þ sin hðJÞeðJÞ2 Þ þ sin/ðJÞeðJÞ3 ; ðB:3Þ
which causes the angles fhðJÞ;/ðJÞg to be measured relative to eðJÞi in
the same manner that the angles fh;/g are measured relative to ei.
It then follows that
hðJÞ ¼ arctan½eR  eðJÞ2 ; eR  eðJÞ1 ;
/ðJÞ ¼ arctan½eR  eðJÞ3 ; eR  ðcos hðJÞeðJÞ1 þ sin hðJÞeðJÞ2 Þ; ðB:4Þ
where the function arctanðsin h; cos hÞ gives the correct value of h for
all quadrants. Once the values of fhðJÞ;/ðJÞg have been determined,
the components of the uðJÞ and TðJÞ relative the basis feR; eh; e/g
are given by
uðJÞp ðR; h;/; TðJÞÞ ¼ uðJÞ  ep;
TðJÞpq ðR; h;/Þ ¼ TðJÞ  ðep  eqÞ; ðp; q ¼ R; h;/Þ: ðB:5Þ
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characterized by the speciﬁcations
eð1Þ1 ¼ e3; eð1Þ2 ¼ e2; eð1Þ3 ¼ e1;
eð2Þ1 ¼ e1; eð2Þ2 ¼ e3; eð2Þ3 ¼ e2;
eð4Þ1 ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðe1 þ e2Þ; eð4Þ2 ¼ e3; eð4Þ3 ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðe1 þ e2Þ;
eð5Þ1 ¼ e3; eð5Þ2 ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðe1 þ e2Þ; eð5Þ3 ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðe1 þ e2Þ;
eð6Þ1 ¼ e2; eð6Þ2 ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðe1 þ e3Þ; eð6Þ3 ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðe1 þ e3Þ;
eð7Þ1 ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðe1 þ e3Þ; eð7Þ2 ¼ e2; eð7Þ3 ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðe1 þ e3Þ;
eð8Þ1 ¼ e1; eð8Þ2 ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðe2 þ e3Þ; eð8Þ3 ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðe2 þ e3Þ;
eð9Þ1 ¼ e1; eð9Þ2 ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðe2 þ e3Þ; eð9Þ3 ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðe2 þ e3Þ; ðB:6Þ
Then, the solution for a general stress state at inﬁnity with com-
ponents Tij relative to ei can be expressed in the form
u ¼uð1ÞðR; hð1Þ;/ð1Þ; T11Þ þ uð2ÞðR; hð2Þ;/ð2Þ; T22Þ þ uð3ÞðR; hð3Þ;/ð3Þ; T33Þ
þ ½uð4ÞðR; hð4Þ;/ð4Þ; T12Þ þ uð5ÞðR; hð5Þ;/ð5Þ;T12Þ
þ ½uð6ÞðR; hð6Þ;/ð6Þ; T13Þ þ uð7ÞðR; hð7Þ;/ð7Þ;T13Þ
þ ½uð8ÞðR; hð8Þ;/ð8Þ; T23Þ þ uð9ÞðR; hð9Þ;/ð9Þ;T23Þ
T ¼Tð1ÞðR; hð1Þ;/ð1Þ; T11Þ þ Tð2ÞðR; hð2Þ;/ð2Þ; T22Þ
þ Tð3ÞðR; hð3Þ;/ð3Þ; T33Þ
þ ½Tð4ÞðR; hð4Þ;/ð4Þ; T12Þ þ Tð5ÞðR; hð5Þ;/ð5Þ;T12Þ
þ ½Tð6ÞðR; hð6Þ;/ð6Þ; T13Þ þ Tð7ÞðR; hð7Þ;/ð7Þ;T13Þ
þ ½Tð8ÞðR; hð8Þ;/ð8Þ; T23Þ þ Tð9ÞðR; hð9Þ;/ð9Þ;T23Þ ðB:7ÞAppendix C. Coefﬁcients in the solution of the Cosserat
interphase model of Sections 3 and 5
The coefﬁcients K in Eq. (27) are given by
KIcRR1 ¼ 
2 mIc þ 1ð ÞlIc
1þ 2mIc ; K

IcRR2 ¼ 4lIc; KIcRR3 ¼
12R21mIclIc
7þ 4mIc ;
KIcRR4 ¼ 0; KIcRR5 ¼ 6lIc; KIcRR6 ¼ 
18R1
2mIclIc
7þ 4mIc ;
KIcR/1 ¼ 0; KIcR/2 ¼ 3lIc; KIcR/3 ¼ 
3R1
2 2mIc þ 7ð ÞlIc
7þ 4mIc ;
KMRR0 ¼ 1; KMRR1 ¼ 
4lM
R32
; KMRR2 ¼ 
4lM mM  5ð Þ
R32 1þ 2mMð Þ
;
KMRR3 ¼
24lM
R52
; KMRR4 ¼ 1; KMRR5 ¼ 0;
KMRR6 ¼
6lM mM  5ð Þ
R32 1þ 2mMð Þ
; KMRR7 ¼ 
36lM
R52
; KMR/0 ¼
1
2
;
KMR/1 ¼ 0; KMR/2 ¼ 
3lM 1þ mMð Þ
R32 1þ 2mMð Þ
; KMR/3 ¼ 
12lM
R52
: ðC:1ÞThe coefﬁcients k in Eqs. (41) and (42) are given by
ku1 ¼ 1 2mMð Þr0R212 1þ mMð ÞlM
þ CM2
2R22
þ r0R2
6lM
þ CM4 5 4mMð Þ
2 1 2mMð ÞR22
 3CM6
2R42
þ 1
2
CIc1R1 þ CIc3R1 þ 6CIc5mIcR
3
1
7 4mIc ;
ku2 ¼ r0R24lM
 3CM4 5 4mMð Þ
4 1 2mMð ÞR22
þ 9CM6
4R42
 3
2
CIc3R1  9CIc5mIcR
3
1
7 4mIc ;
ku3 ¼ r0R28lM
þ 3CM4
4R22
þ 3CM6
4R42
þ 3
4
CIc3R1 þ 34CIc5R
3
1;
kd1 ¼ 1H
1 2mMð Þr0R2
6 1þ mMð ÞlM
þ CM2
R22
þ r0R2
3lM
þ CM4 5 4mMð Þ
1 2mMð ÞR22
 3CM6
R42
 CIc1R1
"
2CIc3R1  12CIc5mIcR
3
1
7 4mIc
#
;
kd2 ¼ 1H 
r0R2
2lM
 3CM4 5 4mMð Þ
2 1 2mMð ÞR22
þ 9CM6
2R42
þ 3CIc3R1 þ 18 CIc5mIcR
3
1
7 4mIc
" #
;
kd3 ¼ 1H
r0R2
4lM
þ 3CM4
2R22
þ 3CM6
2R42
 3
2
CIc3R1  32CIc5R
3
1
" #
: ðC:2Þ
The coefﬁcients KC in Eqs. (41) and (42) are given by
KCIcRR0 ¼ 
1
144
lI
R21 1þ mIð ÞH 1þ 2mIð Þj
;
KCIcRR1 ¼ 2j6R20 1þ mIð Þ jþ 2ð Þc21
þ 48j3R0 H 1þ mIð Þ mI þ jþ 1ð Þc1
 24j2 H2 mI þ 1ð Þ 1þ 2mIð Þ jþ 2ð Þc2
 288 H2 1þ mIð Þ 2mI þ jð Þ;
KCIcRR2 ¼ 2j6R20 1þ 2mIð Þ 1þ mIð Þ jþ 2ð Þc21
þ 48j3R0 H 1þ 2mIð Þ 1þ mIð Þ jþ 1ð Þc1
 288j H2 1þ 2mIð Þ 1þ mIð Þ;
KCIcRR3 ¼ 2j6R20 1þ mIð Þ 2mI  3ð Þ jþ 2ð Þc21
þ 48j3R0 H 1þ mIð Þ 4mI þ 2jmI  3 3jð Þc1
þ 48j2 H2 mI þ 1ð Þ 1þ 2mIð Þ jþ 2ð Þc2
 288 H2 1þ mIð Þ 4mI þ 2jmI  3jð Þ;
KCIcRR4 ¼ 2j6R30 1þ mIð Þ jþ 2ð Þc21
þ 24 HR20j3 1þ mIð Þ jmI þ 4mI  jð Þc1
þ 24j2 H2R0 mI þ 1ð Þ 1þ 2mIð Þ jþ 2ð Þc2
 288R0 H2 1þ mIð Þ jmI þ mI  1ð Þ;
KCIcRR5 ¼ 2j6R30 1þ 2mIð Þ 1þ mIð Þ jþ 2ð Þc21
 24 Hj4R20 1þ 2mIð Þ 1þ mIð Þc1;
KCIcRR6 ¼ 2j6R30 1þ mIð Þ 2mI  3ð Þ jþ 2ð Þc21
 48 HR20j3 1þ mIð Þ 4mI þ 2jmI  1 2jð Þc1
 48j2 H2R0 mI þ 1ð Þ 1þ 2mIð Þ jþ 2ð Þc2
þ 288 H2jR0 1þ 2mIð Þ 1þ mIð Þ;
KCIcRR7 ¼ KCIcRR10 ¼ 0;
KCIcRR8 ¼ j6R20 6mI  5ð Þ 1þ mIð Þ jþ 2ð Þc21
 24j3R0 H 1þ mIð Þ 8mI þ 6jmI  5j 5ð Þc1
 24j2 H2 mI þ 1ð Þ 1þ 2mIð Þ jþ 2ð Þc2
þ 144 H2 1þ mIð Þ 6jmI þ 4mI  5jð Þ;
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 72j3R0 H 1þ mIð Þ 4mI þ 2jmI  3 3jð Þc1
 72j2 H2 mI þ 1ð Þ 1þ 2mIð Þ jþ 2ð Þc2
þ 432 H2 1þ mIð Þ 4mI þ 2jmI  3jð Þ;
KCIcRR11 ¼ j6R30 6mI  5ð Þ 1þ mIð Þ jþ 2ð Þc21
þ 12 HR20j3 1þ mIð Þ 8mI þ 8jmI  5jð Þc1
þ 24j2 H2R0 mI þ 1ð Þ 1þ 2mIð Þ jþ 2ð Þc2
 288R0 H2 1þ mIð Þ jmI þ mI  1ð Þ;
KCIcRR12 ¼ 3j6R30 mI  1ð Þ 2mI  3ð Þ 2þ jð Þc21
þ 72 HR20j3 mI  1ð Þ 4mI þ 2jmI  1 2jð Þc1
þ 72j2 H2R0 mI þ 1ð Þ 2mI  1ð Þ 2þ jð Þc2
 432 H2jR0 2mI  1ð Þ mI  1ð Þ;
KCIcR/0 ¼ 
1
288
lI
R21 mI  1ð ÞH 2mI  1ð Þj
;
KCIcR/1 ¼ KCIcR/4 ¼ 0;
KCIcR/2 ¼ j6R20 mI  1ð Þ 2mI  3ð Þ 2þ jð Þc21
 24j3R0 H mI  1ð Þ 4mI þ 2jmI  3j 4ð Þc1
 24j2 H2 mI þ 1ð Þ 2mI  1ð Þ 2þ jð Þc2
þ 144 H2 mI  1ð Þ 4mI þ 2jmI  3j 2ð Þ;
KCIcR/3 ¼ j6R20 mI  1ð Þ 10mI  11ð Þ 2þ jð Þc21
 24j3R0 H mI  1ð Þ 10jmI þ 12mI  11j 12ð Þc1
 24j2 H2 mI þ 5ð Þ 2mI  1ð Þ 2þ jð Þc2
þ 144 H2 mI  1ð Þ 10jmI þ 4mI  2 11jð Þ;
KCIcR/5 ¼ j6R30 mI  1ð Þ 2mI  3ð Þ 2þ jð Þc21
þ 12 Hj3R20 mI  1ð Þ 4jmI þ 8mI  3j 2ð Þc1
þ 24j2 H2R0 mI þ 1ð Þ 2mI  1ð Þ 2þ jð Þc2
 288jmIR0 H2 mI  1ð Þ;
KCIcR/6 ¼ j6R30 mI  1ð Þ 10mI  11ð Þ 2þ jð Þc21
þ 48 Hj3R20 mI  1ð Þ 3jmI þ 2mI  3j 1ð Þc1
þ 24j2 H2R0 mI þ 5ð Þ 2mI  1ð Þ 2þ jð Þc2
 144 H2R0 2mI  1ð Þ mI  1ð Þ 2þ jð Þ;
KCMRR0 ¼
1
144
lI
R22 mI1ð ÞH 2mI1ð Þj
;
KCMRR1 ¼2j6R20 mI1ð Þ 2þjð Þc21þ48j3R0 H mI1ð Þ mI1þjð Þc1
24j2 H2 mIþ1ð Þ 2mI1ð Þ 2þjð Þc2288 H2 mI1ð Þ 2mIþjð Þ;
KCMRR2 ¼2j6R20 2mI1ð Þ mI1ð Þ 2þjð Þc21
þ48j3R0 H 2mI1ð Þ mI1ð Þ 1þjð Þc1
288j H2 2mI1ð Þ mI1ð Þ;
KCMRR3 ¼2j6R20 mI1ð Þ 2mI3ð Þ 2þjð Þc21
þ48j3R0 H mI1ð Þ 2jmI4mI3jþ3ð Þc1
þ48j2 H2 mIþ1ð Þ 2mI1ð Þ 2þjð Þc2
288 H2 mI1ð Þ 2jmI4mI3jð Þ;
KCMRR4 ¼2j6R30 mI1ð Þ 2þjð Þc21þ24 HR20j3 mI1ð Þ jmI4mIjð Þc1
þ24j2 H2R0 mIþ1ð Þ 2mI1ð Þ 2þjð Þc2
288R0 H2 mI1ð Þ mIþjmIþ1ð Þ;
KCMRR5 ¼2j6R30 1þ2mIð Þ 1þmIð Þ 2þjð Þc21
24 Hj4R20 1þ2mIð Þ 1þmIð Þc1;KCMRR6 ¼2j6R30 1þmIð Þ 2mI3ð Þ 2þjð Þc21
48j3R20 H 1þmIð Þ 2jmI4mIþ12jð Þc1
48j2 H2R0 mIþ1ð Þ 1þ2mIð Þ 2þjð Þc2
þ288 H2jR0 1þ2mIð Þ 1þmIð Þ;
KCMRR7 ¼KCMRR10 ¼0;
KCMRR8 ¼j6R20 6mI5ð Þ 1þmIð Þ 2þjð Þc21
24j3R0 H 1þmIð Þ 6jmI8mI5jþ5ð Þc1
24j2 H2 mIþ1ð Þ 1þ2mIð Þ 2þjð Þc2
þ144 H2 1þmIð Þ 6jmI4mI5jð Þ;
KCMRR9 ¼ 3j6R20 1þ mIð Þ 2mI  3ð Þ 2þ jð Þc21
 72j3R0 H 1þ mIð Þ 2jmI  4mI  3jþ 3ð Þc1
 72j2 H2 mI þ 1ð Þ 1þ 2mIð Þ 2þ jð Þc2
þ 432 H2 1þ mIð Þ 2jmI  4mI  3jð Þ;
KCMRR11 ¼ j6R30 6mI  5ð Þ 1þ mIð Þ 2þ jð Þc21
þ 12 HR20j3 1þ mIð Þ 8mI þ 8jmI  5jð Þc1
þ 24j2 H2R0 mI þ 1ð Þ 1þ 2mIð Þ 2þ jð Þc2
 288R0 H2 1þ mIð Þ mI þ jmI þ 1ð Þ;
KCMRR12 ¼ 3j6R30 1þ mIð Þ 2mI  3ð Þ 2þ jð Þc21
þ 72j3R20 H 1þ mIð Þ 2jmI  4mI þ 1 2jð Þc1
þ 72j2 H2R0 mI þ 1ð Þ 1þ 2mIð Þ 2þ jð Þc2
 432 H2jR0 1þ 2mIð Þ 1þ mIð Þ;
KCMR/0 ¼
1
288
lI
R22 1þ mIð ÞH 1þ 2mIð Þj
;
KCMR/1 ¼ KCMR/4 ¼ 0;
KCMR/2 ¼ j6R20 1þ mIð Þ 2mI  3ð Þ 2þ jð Þc21
 24j3R0 H 1þ mIð Þ 2jmI  4mI  3jþ 4ð Þc1
 24j2 H2 mI þ 1ð Þ 1þ 2mIð Þ 2þ jð Þc2
þ 144 H2 1þ mIð Þ 2jmI  4mI þ 2 3jð Þ;
KCMR/3 ¼ j6R20 1þ mIð Þ 10mI  11ð Þ 2þ jð Þc21
 24j3R0 H 1þ mIð Þ 10jmI  12mI þ 12 11jð Þc1
 24j2 H2 mI þ 5ð Þ 1þ 2mIð Þ 2þ jð Þc2
þ 144 H2 1þ mIð Þ 4mI þ 10jmI þ 2 11jð Þ;
KCMR/5 ¼ j6R30 1þ mIð Þ 2mI  3ð Þ 2þ jð Þc21
þ 12j3R20 H 1þ mIð Þ 8mI þ 4jmI þ 2 3jð Þc1
þ 24j2 H2R0 mI þ 1ð Þ 1þ 2mIð Þ 2þ jð Þc2
 288 H2jR0 mI 1þ mIð Þ;
KCMR/6 ¼ j6R30 1þ mIð Þ 10mi  11ð Þ 2þ jð Þc21
þ 48j3R20 H 1þ mIð Þ 3jmI  2mI  3jþ 1ð Þc1
þ 24j2 H2R0 mI þ 5ð Þ 1þ 2mIð Þ 2þ jð Þc2
 144 H2R0 1þ 2mIð Þ 1þ mIð Þ 2þ jð Þ: ðC:3ÞReferences
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